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8ABSTRACT
A computing procedure is proposed to evaluate kinetic
parameters from thermogravimetric data. Gauss' quadrature
was used to approximate the exponential integral. With
the help of differential correction technique, kinetic
parameters can be determined from a thermogr_ avimetri c
trace by the method of least squares. Two sets of theo-
retical data were synthesized to test the proposed procedures
The resultant parameters agreed excellently with the assumed
values. The experimental data of Sestak were also employed
,to test the procedure, and excellent results were also
obtained. Three thermcgravimetric traces of dehydration
of magnesium hydroxide were performed. Kinetic parameters
obtained by the proposed procedure were compared with the
results obtained by Freeman and Carroll' s method, Coats




Thermoanalysis is a group of techniques for contin-
uously measuring the effects attending chemical or physical
changes caused by various processes that occur in a single
or mul ticompone nt system as the temperature is varied at a
selected heating rate. The method of thermeanalysis was
originally developed by Le Chatelier1'2. Because of poor
instrumentation, thermal analytical methods have been ignored
for about half a century. Accompanying the fast development
of electronic devices, there has been a tremendous growth
in the development of the thermal analytical techniques during
recent. years. Nowadays investigators have numerous commer-
cial instruments to choose to meet their special demand.
Thermogravi,-ne tric analysis is one of the thermal methods of
analysis and defined as the study of changes in weight of
a substance as it is heated to elevated temperatures. The
available instrument in The Chinese University of Hong Kong
is a Desk-Top Differential Scanning Calorimeter and Thermo-
gravimetric Analyzer, and this work is concerned with ther--
mogravimetry, 0
(A) Princ.ieal Parts of a Thermoaravimetr is Analyser
Pyrolysis curve (weight or weight change versus tem-
perature) gives valuable information Ccncern4Lng the thermal
stability and composition of the original sample and the
2compcsitio-n of the residue Such curves can be establ i_she
by continuously weighing the sample in a furnace ,l Hence
the* essential components of a thermogravimetric analyzer
are the balance and the fur_ n a ce e
(a) Balance
Recording balances can be classified basically into two
general types, based on the mode of operation o They are
def l_e%tion-,t-ype instruments and null-type instruments 3
(1) Deflection--type balances
Making use of an appropriate damning system, the balance
beam.deflections is direc tl-yl proportional to the weight
change o Deflections can be measured by photographically
recording, recorded ele'ctr_ ical -signals generated by an pk--
ropriate displacement measurement transducer, or an electro--
mecha_ni ca]. device0 Deflection balances can again be cl assi.-
flea into four types o
(i) Helical spring: Change of weight is directly pro-
portional to the contraction or elongation of the sp.-inc.
(ii) Cantilevered beam: Change 01 weight is proportional
sample is--suspended,
that attaches to a strain gage. Change of weight is propor-
tional. to the contraction. or strotching of the strain gage
(iV) Torsion w i.re: A beaj m is at tac ed to a taut e
to the deflection of the free end of the beam on which the
(Viii) Strain .gage: The sample is suspended on a- beam
3which serves* .as the fulcrum and is rigidly fixed at both
ends, so that weight change is proportional to deflection
angle..
(2). Null-type balances
Incorporating a sensing -element to detect the deviation
of the balance beam' from its null position, the restoring
f-orcd to bring the beam to i s null position, can be re-
corded. The recorded restoring force is proportional to
the weight change. The unbalanced signal. can be generated
by light source-shutter-photocell, capacitance bridge,
mutual inductance, differential transformer or variable
permeance transducer, radiation detector, and strain gage,
Based on the format of the applied restoring force, null-
type balance can be classified into three t,rpes.
(i) True null balance: The unbalanced signal supplies
a directional as well as go-on-go ir2ormation to a. servo--
ampl if ier motor arrangement for restoring the beam back to
the rest position mechanically. The mechanical force can be
addition or removal of discrete Weights, beam rider posi-
tioning, continuous chainomatic operation, continuous app-
lication of. torsional or helical' spring force, addition or
withdrawal of a liquid, and incease or decrease of pressure.
(ii) Force-restored null balance: After receiving an
unbalanced signal, the balance is restored to the null pos i---
tion by the action of a solenoid pushing, or pulling, on a
core suspended from one end *of a beam. The weight change
4is converted to the voltage across a precision resistor,
The resistor can be changed (say, select from 1 ohm,*10
ohm, 100 ohm, and 1000 ohm) to obtained different sens4
tivities, e. g., 'ranges of a few milligrams up to several
grams,
(3) Pseudo-null balance: In such a balance, the unbalanced
signal and the restoring force come from the-same arrange--
mento The balance beam can only.be kept nearly null because
the restoring force is equal to zero when the beam is at the
null position. In most pseudo-null balances the displacement
is kept small hence nonlinearity*of the current-displacement
relation is not a significant problem,
After the balance beam returns to the original posi--
tion, the weight change is recorded. In general,. the weight
change signal is recorded electronically by current generated
in a transducing circuit such as photocell, differential
transformer, strain gage, bridge, radiation detector, capes--
citor, or inductor, and current passing through the coil of
an PrcmacnPf•_
'With additional circuit, the thermobalance can be used
for recording the rate of weight change. Paulik et al 4 have
described such a balance, which consists of a permanent :nag-
net' attached to the beam of a balance and suspended inside a
wire coil. Sample weight change causes a movement of the
5magnets thus inducing a current in the coil which is pro-
portional to the rate of weight chance. The change in weight
and the -rate of weight change are detected by a sensitive
galvanometer. Later on, various circuits, such as resistance-
capacitance circuit, have been designed to differentiate the
output signal of a conventional thermobalance e It is easy
to visualize that the data of rate of weight change. are se-
condary data which come from the data of weight change, so
that they should be less precise than the data of weight'
change,
(b) Furnace
The furnace must be able to maintain a constant r -'se
of temperature with time. Incorporation of a thermocouple
with a heating element' can, generally, fulfil this require--
mento The`, heating element can be a resistance element, in-
frared radiation, high-frequency rf oscillation, or a coil
of tubing through which a, heated liquid or gas is circulated.
Resistance elements are perhaps the most widely used in fur-
ance construction. Some resistance elements and their appro-
ximatE temperature limits are given in Table 1-1
(B) Advantages and Disadvantages of D% namic Kinetic Method
Reactions, which are -accompanier. with weight changes,
can be studied kinetically by two different thermocravi-
metric method. In the isothermal method, a plot of weight
6Table 1-1
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change versus time is obtalnea at cons Lail 1 r i u-
This purpose is achieved either by heating the furnace to
the desired temperature at a position away from the sample,
and 'then set it back to its original position surrounding
the sample, or by using a very rapid rate of heating to the
desired-temperature at the beginning and then hold it.. It
is quite difficult ifficult to avoid a temperature lag or a consider_
able decomposition ofthe sample before the temperature
T is reached.
7In the non-isothermal method, a plot of weight change
versus temperature is obtained under dynamic temperature
conditions (so called dynamic kinetic method) at a constant
rate of heating. None of the inherent difficulties in the
isothermal method, as mentioned above, exists in the dynamic
kinetic method. Besides these, the, dynamic kinetic method
possessess the additional advantages.
(a) It is possible to evaluate kinetic parameters from a
single run on one sample. If only a small amount of sample
is available, just enough for one run, dynamic kinetic method
could give a result.
(b) The kinetic cani be investigated over an entire tempe-
rature range in a continuous manner without any gaps.
The nonisothermal method also bears some disadvantages.
(a) According to its special requirement, an elaborate in-
strument is required. Fortunately, with the fast develop-
ment of electronics, this problem is not serious at present
time.
(b) There is no exact solution for the dynamic kinetic rate
equation to evaluate the kinetic parameters. Many methods
have been proposed, none of them seems to be fully satis-
factory.
8Hence, it is desirable to improve the method of deter-
mination of kinetic parameter from the dynamic kinetic data.
and this is the purpose of the present work.
(C) Historical Review of Thermo ravimetric Analysis in
Kinetic Studies
A great variety of symbols have been employed by vari-
ous. authors, For the sake of convenience and uniformity, an
attemptis made to describe these methods by using a unified
notation which is given below-and will be applied throught-
out the whole work.
Symbols:
A= pre-exponential term in the Arrheni us equation.
(frequency factor)
E= activation energy in the Arrhenius equation
R= universal gas constant
T= temperature in° K
k= rate constant
= degree of conversion
n= exponential factor of i (1-a)
M= exponential factor of






the dependent function in the rate expression
subscript m : refer to maximum rate conditions
T he rate orocess can be describedby two functons 2 a
( 1 . 1 )
where the first function k ( T ) , is only temperaturedepen -
dent , and f ( ) , dependsonly on the compositionof the in -
vestigating system and represents the hypothetical model
of the reaction mechanism. F or a noiiisothermalsystem ,
temperaturecan be expressed in terms of t and the qeneral
( 1 . 2 )form is
where T o is the initial temperature. T o may be the room
temperature we may also choose absolute zero as the initial
temperature
T he first rigorous theoretical treatment of thermo -
gravimetric data for kinetic parameters was done by van
K revelen and his co - workers5 . T hey used the rate equation
T = T o + at
da dt = k ( T ) f ( a )
(1.3)
and the arrhenius equation
(1.4)
On combining equations (1.2.). (1.3), and (1. 4) and inte-
grating, they obtained
(1.5)
Since the right hand side of the equation (1.5) has no
exact integral, they approximated the exponential integral
by making the substitution
After integration it is shown that a plot of in g Cam) versus
In T yields a straight' line for proper value of no The
act.ivation' energy can be obtained by such a plot and r. is
obtained by a trial and error procedure
In 1955 Baur, Bridges and Frassell6 applied a graphi-
cal solution of the exponential integral to the case of a
linear temperature dependent. fr_ equen_cy factor (i. e.,
k= A T exp (-E /RT)) for data on, the high pressure oxidation
of metals Ta, Nb, Mo Cu, Zr, Mg, and W. The parameters
obtained were in good agreement with those of previous in-







In 1957 Kofstad7 proposed the rate equation,
(1.7)
d = ka m
dt
where m= 0, -1, -2, for the oxidation of metals at high
temperatures. Combining equations (1.2), (1.3), and (1.-7)
and taking logarithm, a simple equation was obtained
(1.8)
1n ( d / dT ) = ln A - E
m a RT
The activation energy can be calculated from the slope of
the In( d /dT) versus (1/T). plot. Since the exponential
m
factor m cannot be determined directly, it must be evaluated
by. a trial and error procedure.
In order to get rid of the' trial and error procedure,
Freeman and Carroll 8., in 1958, proposed a Difference-
Da fferential method. The activation energy and the order
of reaction an be determined simultaneously by a simple
graphical method.
Smith and Arnoff 9 (1958) calculated a sable of P(x)
values for x from I to 50 and used it to fit data on therd-
modesorption of. gases from solids by a trial and error
procedure.
In 1961, DoylelQ introduced atrial and error curve
fitting method for the determination of activation ener.
12
In 1968 this 'method was simplified by Zsako11e Satava and
Skvara12 went even further to simplify the tedious procedure
by using graphical comparison of log g(a) and log p(x).
In 1962, Doyle 13 calculated log p(.x) values for a wide
range of x values and suggested the following approximation
1og p(x) -2,315+ 0.457 x 1.9
for 420x,60. Once the exponential integral is approxi-
mated, the kinetic parameters can easily be obtained by
simple graphical method and trial and error procedure.
Later, Flynn and Wall14 pointed out that Doyle' s. approxi-
mation is accurate within+ 3 percent.
Making use of the maximum rate condition, Reich, Lee,
and Levi proposed a 'dif f erential method in 1963. The
activation energy is determined by a simple graphical method.
Once the activation energy has been determined, the order
of reaction can be calculated.
In 1963, Horowitz and Metzger 1C simplified the expo-
nential integral with an approximation similar to, but simpler
than, that used by van Krevelen et al. They defined a
characteristic temperature, 9. such that = T- Tm where
TM is the temperature at which doc/dt is a maximum. The
order of reaction n can be estimated from am, the degree of
13
conversion at the maximum slope. once the order of reaction
is obtained, the-activation energy can be determined by a
simpleraphical method.
Coats and Redfern 1' approximated the exponential inte-
gral. by using the first two terms of, the asymptotic series o
The activation can be calculated from the slope of the
In versus plot, and the order of reaction
can only be found out by a trial and error procedure.
In 1964, Reich and Lezripointed out that the reaction
order can be estimated by utilizing two thermograms for the
same material at different heating rates,
In 1965, Ozaaa19,. with the help of Dolye' s approxima-
tion, utilized two thermograms at difi-Eerent heating rates
to evaluate the kinetic parameters of the decomposition of
calcium oxalate and the degradation of Nylon 6.
In 1966, Schempf, Freeberg,,Royer, and Angeloni20
reported that they had. constructed a computer program for
calculating the kinetic parameters from' thermogravimetric
curves. They calculated the reaction rate constant for





for first order reaction. Once the k values have been
obtained, the Arrhenius equation can be applied directly,
The logarithmic form of Arrhenius equation is
(1.11)
This equation can be treated as the equation
(1012)
Hence, in a and E/R can be obtained by least squares method..
In the same year, Achar, Brindley, and Sharp pointed
out that solid state reactions should be described in terms
of-several types of mechanism. with. different reaction orders-o
A graphical procedure is proposed to determine the mechanism
type and reaction order. Activation energy and frequency
factor can also'be calculated from the correct plot, which.
is a straight line
With various approximations, Broido« (1969) pointed
out that plots of In g((X) versus in T, T, i/T values res-
pectively would yield straight line. c-'7 if different approxi-
mations were applied. From the slope of each straight line,
the activation energy can be calculated. The plot of in g(a)
versus 1/T was claimed to be the most accurate.
In-1970, Zsako23 pointed out that a hyperbolic heating
nrnram can be used to solve the General kinetic equation
15
exactly. Later, Fatu and Segal24 used a hyperbolic heating
program to study the dehydration of calcium oxalate and
the decomposition of calcium carbonate, and pointed out that
the kinetic parameters can. be calculated from only one
thermocr am.
In 1971, Vachuska and Voboril 25 proposed a "Different-
ial Differential" method by using the second derivatives
of the a values with respect to time. This method permits
the computation of activation enei'ay and order of reaction
a computer program was prepared. The frequency factor can
be calculated with the aid of E and n.
AT the- same time a Satava2 6 pointed out that both func--
tio.ns, log g(c) and log p(x), were linear functions of 1/T.
On plotting all possible forms of g (a) against 1/T, the
g (a) which gives the linear plot, should be the most probable
mechanism o From the slope of the plot, activation energy
can be obtained.
In 1971, Gay27 applied a numerial method. Values of
A, E, and n can be obtained simultaneously by a three di--
mensional least squares fit which is similar to the two di-
mensional quadratic least squares fit.
16
I n.1973, Gyulai and Greenhow28 established two appro-
ximate expressions for the exponential integral
EI= 1.955715-1.91591 loa(1000/T) -0-22S414 E (1 nnn JT) 0.980413
(1.13)
EI= 3.542051-0,915784 log E -0.2 69645E.0.95822 9 (1000/T)
(1.14)
with E in kcal/mole and T in OK. They also pointed out
that the above equations were of the same degree of accuarcy




Methods of evaluating kinetic parameters from dynamic.
kinetic data can be divided into two major groups:
(A) Those based on an integration procedure.
(B) Those based on a differentiation procedure.
(A) Integral Methods
Since the exponential integral EI has no exact solution,
approximation of EI plays an important role in a integral
method.
(a) van Kreveien, Heerden, and Huntj ens' s method'




uIiu LIl(2 11I1tdL IledL1Ily L dLt:--
(2.3)
On combining equations( 2. 1),( 2. 2), and( 2. 3) and inte,-
ra-i nri_ f-hP fn1 1 nwi-nc Pm f-i nn i nhf-a i nPC1
(2.4)
18
The EI is approximated as follows
(2.5)
where Tm is the temperature at the maximum thermogravi-
metric rate. Since exp(-x)= (1/e) (1/x) for x 1,
equation (2.5) becomes
(2.6)
Hence equation (2.4) becomes
(2.7)
Taking logarithms of equation. (2.7) leads to
(2.8)
Thusa plot of in I versus in T should be straiqht only
for the correct value of no van Krevelen and his coworkers
differentiated between orders of 0, 1, and 2 and showed
that the first stage of the .pyrolysis of coal obeyed
first order kinetics.
(b) Doyle's curve fitting method10




Let x=E/RT equation (2.10) yields
(2.11)
This author discussed reactions for which function f (a)
was known, and thus g((x) values could be computed from
thermogravimetric data. Under such conditions'this author
obtained the approximate value of E from the slopes of the
thermoyram and calculated the theoretical cum' ve by means of
equation (2.11). By modifying the presumed E value, the
agreement between theoretical and exp9rimentaal curves can be
improved, by trial and error procedure. The activation energy
value which ensures the-best consistency will be the required
one.
Zsako 1. simplified this method by using theg logarithmic
form of ecuatinn(2.11)
(2.12)
where the constant B depends only upon the nature of the
material studied and the. heating rate, but not upon tempe-
ratureo Giving E a certain value, values of x can be cal-
culated for different T values. Corresponding values of
p(x) can be calculated. Values of B are determined by
log g(a) -log p(x)=log(ae/aR)=B
20
means of equation(2 .12) at various temperatures or various
a values. The standard deviation of B for the presumed E
is calculated by the following eaua tion.
= ( Bi - B ) 2
r
where r is* the number of experimental data use for the cal-
culation of Be Another value of E is assumed and the cor-
responding is calculated in the same way. The. E that gives
minimum is best value of the activation energy.
Satava and Skvara12 suggested a graphical comparison
method o The standard plot of log p(x) against T for various
values of E is constructed before hand. The log g( ) values
for various mechanisms, are plotted versus T values on a tran-
sparent paper on the same scale as Lhe log p(x) versus T plot
The transparent paper is then placed on top of the' log p(x)
diagram so that the temperature scales coincide. It is,
then, shifted along the coordinate until one of the log g( )
curves fits one of the log p(x) curves. The activation
energy and the reaction mechanism can thus be obtained.
(c) Horowitz and Metzger's method 16
Using a similar approach. to van Krevelen and his cc-
workers, the following equation was obtained
(2.14)d = A T exp(-E/RT) dT
O (1- )n a O
21
A temperature
Tm is defined as the temperature when dv/dT
is maximum and T is changed to another variable by_the
relationship
Then (2015)
For 1. equation(2.15) can be written as
(2.16)
Using this approximation, equation (2.14) can be integrated
to qive
(2.17)
For first order reactions
(2.18)




in equation (2.17)Substitutin this expression for
the following equation is obtained
(2.22)or
22
Thus a plot of In [ - In ( 1 - ) ] againstshould give a straight
line whoseslopeis E / RT 2 m . When= 0 , i . e . T = Tm .
( 1 - ) = ( 1 - ) m and equation( 2 . 21 ) yields
In
1
= exp ( 0 ) = 1
( 1 - ) m ( 2 . 23 )
or ( 1 - ) m = 1 / e ( 2 . 24 )
Therefore , it is clear that Tm is the temperatureat which
( 1 - ) equals 1 / e for first order reactions.




















a n ( 1 - ) n - 1 m exp( - E / RTm) ( 2 . 27 )
Substitutingthis expressionf r RT 2 m / E in equation( 2 . 27 )
the follow equation is obtained
g ( )
1 - ( 1 - ) 1 - n
1 - n
1
n ( 1 - ) 1 - n m exp( E / RT2 m )
for n 1
( 2 . 28 )
When= 0 , ( 1 - ) = ( 1 - ) m and equation( 2 . 28 ) yields
( 1 - ) m = ( n ) 1 / ( 1 - n ) ( 2 . 29 )
Thus the value of n can be determinedfrom the fraction of
conversionat the inflection point by solving equation ( 2 . 29 ) .
Substituting( 2 . 28 ) into ( 2 . 29 ) the followingequationresults
(2.30)
Taking logarithm, equation (23O) becomes
(2.31)
versus 0 should give a straight
By numerical comparison, Gyulai and Greehowc 7 modified
equation (2.29) as the following
(2.32)
In 1966 Flynn and Wall30 suggested an improved version.
Using Doyle' s approximation, the logarithmic form of expo-
nential integral can be written as
(2.33)
Making the approximation of equation (2.16), equation
(2.33) becomes
(2.34)




line whose slope is E/RT2m









Plot of, ln. g versus 0 is a straight line from which E
can be calculated. The above equation is the generaliza-
tion of Horowitz and Metzger's method because the Tr in-
volved is any reference temperature, need not be the tem-
perature at the inflection point. Flynn and Wall30 did
not mention how to determine the value of n which must be
known in order to calculate g . It could be determined'
by trial error procedure.
(d) Coats and Redfern's method 17
The same relation. as equation (2.4) and (2.14) was used
(2.36)
By making the aubstitution u=E/RT and using the re1ation31
(2,37)
They obtained (for n 1)
exp(-E/ RT)
(2 38)
This is known as asymptotic series. Although the asym-
ptotic series are divergent, a limited number of terms of
the series can be used to calculate a value for the EI to
an accuracy.which depends on x and the number of tarms




For n=1, an equation similar to, equation(2.39). is obtained
(2.40)
Assuming that the term is constant
for most values of E and for the usual reaction temperature
againstranges,a plot of either In when
against 1/T snoulci give a straight line of
slope -E/R for the correct value of n.
Later, they pointed out that the procedure could be
simplified35. Expanaing the left nandside of equation
(2.36) and irAtegrati.nq gives
(2.41)
For low values of , say, below 0.3, terms in a2 and higher
may be neglected, and g .Also,if n=0,g .
Under these conditions the.followinq equation is obtained
(2.42)
Then (2.43)
Thus, a plot of 1n(x/T2). against 1/T should give a straight
link with a slope of -E/R.
26
(e) Reich and Levi's method18
If the simplest rate expression is valid
The logarithmic form of the. rate expression is
(2.44)
Multiply the above equation with dT and integrate between
any two temperatures, one obtains
(2.45)
For another thermogram of the same material at different
heating rate, a similar equation can. be written
(2.46)
Subs tract equation (2.46) from equation (2.45) gives
(2.47)
Hence (2648)
The above integrals can be obtained by numerical integra-




Once n is determined from equation (2.48), values for E,
and A can be obtained from the slope and intercept of the
In(d(x/dt)- n ln(1-a) versus 1/T plot according to equation
(2.49).
(f) Ozawa's method 17
In this derivation, a more genera, form of f is used
(2,50)
Upon integration and taking logarithm, equation (2.50) gives
(2.51)
substitute the Doyle, s approximation, equation into
equation (2.51),one obtains
(2.52)
If the weight decreases to a given fraction for the
heating rate a1 is T1, for a2 is T 2, and so on, the follow-





Thus the activation energy can be obtained from the slope
of the line obtained by plotting log a versus the recipro-
cal absolute temperature for a given value of a. Once the
activation energy is determined,, theoretical thermograms
for various f can be constructed. By comparing the ex-
perimental. thermogravimetric curve and the theoretical curve,
the functional form of f() can be determined. The frequency
factor can then be calculated from the original rate expres-
sion.
(q) Broido's method22
f was assumed to be (1- ).
Hence
(2e56)
In order to integrate the exponential integral, the follow-.
ing approximations were employed.
(2.58)
(2.59)
where Tr is an arbitrary reference temperature. Different
results were obtained upon using the different approxim.-
fions
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(1) With the help of equation (2.57), equation (2.56)
yields ln[-ln(1- )] = ( E +1) ln T + constant
RTm (2.60)
Thus, a plot of In[-ln(l- )] against In T should be a
straight line the slope of which is related to activation
energy,
(2) With the help of equation (2.58), equation (2,56) qives
ln[-ln(l- )] = (E/RT 2) T + constant
r
(2.61)
Thus, a plot of ln [-ln(1-)] versus T should give a straight
line of slope -E/RT2.
r
(3) By integrating with the help of equation (2.59) and
taking logarithms of both sides of equation (2.56), one
obtains
(2.62)ln[-ln(l- )] = -(E)(1) + constant
R T
Thus, a plot of In[-ln(1- )] against 1/T yields a straight
line with a slope of -E/R.
By comparing the above three plots, in[-ln(1- )]
versus 1/T plot was found to be the most accurate.
Later Broido and Williams36 compared the above three
graphical methods based on the asymptotic expansion, with
higher order terms, the same conclusion was reached.
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S atava's me thod26(h)
This method is based on the equation
(2.63)
Equation (2.63) leads to
(2.64)
(2.65)
Integrating equation (2.65) by parts, one obtains
(2.66)
The logarithmic form of equation (2.64) is
(2.67)
The right hand side of equation (2.67) is independent of
the temperature. The function in p is approximately a
linear function of i/T, if x is sufficiently large37
therefore In g should also be a linear function of 1/T
for the correct mechanism. Further more the two plots
should be parallel because the differences between the two
functions a± different values of 1/T are constant. Hence
we-can plot various forms of 9 versu.s 1/T. From the
linearity of the plot the mott probable mechanism is obtained







Differentiate equation (2.70), one obtains
(2.71)
Since equation (271) could be changed to
(2.72)
Hence the slope of In g((x) versus 1/T plot, which should
be equal to the slcpe of in p(x) versus 1/T plot, is then
(2.73)
where tga is the slope of the plot. Neglecting the high





Substituting x=E/RT into equation (2.76), 1ead
(2077)
Multiply equation (2.77) with RT, one obtains
(2.78)
Assuming R=2, equation (2.78) becomes
(2. 79)
Solving equation. 1(2.79) gives
Once g(r) and E are determined, the value of frequency
factor. A can be obtained from equation (2,667) which is re-
arranged as follows
(2s8o)
because of the experimental errors. involved, the plot may
not be strictly linear. Different forms of f(cK) may show
the same degree of linearity and the exact mechanism could
not-be decided. In such cases the frequency factors for
various possible mechanisms should be calculated. she
rationality of frequency factor values gives help for
making correct decision about the rate determining process.
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(B) Differontial Methods
Besides weight loss versus temperature data, "Differen-
tial methods utilize the data of rate of weight loss, some-
times even the rate of rate change. The manipulations are
simple and are able to circumvent difficulties, e. g. eva-
luation of the exponential integral, which are encountered
in many integral methods.. However, the data of rate of
weight loss da/dT, are secondary data which is derived from
the primary, weight versus temperature, data. So the former
possess greater error than the latter. Since all the differen-
tial methods suffer from an inherent weakness of the magnifi-
cation of experimental scattering, their application will be
relatively difficult comparing with the integral methods 30.
(a) Kofstad's method 7
The rate equation which the author used was
(2.81)m d = A exp(-E/RT)
dT a
where m=0, 1, and 2. Taking logarithm of equation (2.81)
gives m ln + ln d = ln A - E
dT a RT (2.82)
After rearrangement, equation (2.82) can be written as
(m+1)ln + ln d ln = ln A - E 1
dT a R.T
(2.83)
According to Kofstad a plot of [ (m+1)ln ln d ln ] versus
dT
1/T should yield a straight line of slope -E/R for the
correct value of n. In applying this procedure, it is
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necessary to find out d (In )/dT. The present author
suggests to plot. In [(d /dT) m] versus 1/T since the d /dT
values can be obtained directly from differential thermo-
gravimetry.
(b) Freeman and Carroll's method8
The rate expression, they used, were the simplest one
(2.84)d = A exp(-E/RT)(1- )ndt
Equation (2.84) can be written in the logarithmic form
(2.85)ln d = ln A - E + n ln(1- )
dt RT
After taking difference, equation (2 .85) becomes
(2.86)ln d = n ln(1- ) - E (1)
dt R T
Dividing equation (2.86) throiigh by 11.1n(1- ), the following
equation is obtained
(2,87)
ln(d / dt) = n - E (1/T)
ln(1- ) R ln(1- )
A plot of ln(d /dt) versus (1/T) should result in a
ln(1- ) ln(1- )
straight line with slope of -E/R and intercept of n.
Later, Freeman 39 modified the above method. According
to equation (2,86), a plot of log (d /dt) versus log (1- )
will yield a straight line, if (1/T) is kept constant,
The order of reaction and the activation energy are deter-
mined .from the slope and intercept respectively. log(d /dt)
and log (1--(x),. at constant (1/T), can be obtained from the
log doo/dt versus 1/T plot and log (1.x) versus I/ T plot res-
pectively. This modified method was used4Q to study the
decomposition of polystyrene and polyethylene and satisfactory
results were obtained
Ce) Reich, Lee, and Levi's methodl 15
They used the simplest rate expression
(2988)
Tne condition for reaction rate reachinq maximum is
(2689
Hence (2 . 90
The logarithmic form of equation (2,88) is
2 .91)
Substituting equation (2.90) into (2.91), one obtains
(2.92)
Thus, a plot of In (d /dT) against the value in the bracket
in equation (2.92) should be a straight line with a slope
of E/R. After the activation energy was obtained, the order
of reaction can be calculated by equation ( 2 . 88).
exp(-E/RT) (1-)n
+ n ln (1-)-
ln(1-)-
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Fuoss, Salyer, and Wilson 41 pointed out that kinetic
parameters of consecutive reactions can also be deduced.
If a system can be described by two consecutive first-order
reactions, such that
(2.93)
If the difference between E1 and E2 is sufficiently large,
the TGA curve will show two successive inflection points.
Hence E1, A1, and E2, A2 can be determined from the corres-
ponding inflection points by equation (2.92). If the acti-
vation energy and frequency factor of the two reactions are
very close together, only one inflection will apparently
be present and the values of activation energy and frequency
factor obtained will be averaged over the two components.
(d) Brindley, Sharp, and Aghar's method21
The rate equation they used was in general form
Rearranging the above equation and taking logarithm leads
When the left hand side of the above equation is plotted
against l/T, a straight line is obtained activation energy
and frequency factor can be determined from the slope and
the intercept, respectively. In carrying out the procedure,
a form of f is first assumed. The one which gives the
best straight line is the most probable mechanism.
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(e) Gay's method27
The simplest rate equation, same as above, was used.
(2.94)
Taking logarithm of equation (2.94) bccomes
(2.95)
If sufficient date were obtained, a least-squares fit can
be used to detemineall the kinetic parameters,A,E,and
n. The principle involved is as follows:
Let p1=ln A, p2= -E/R, p3=n, and
Then equation (2.95) can be written as
(2.96)
For a given set of parameters, Y can be calculated from the
above equation,this value may not be equal to the measured
value of Y. If we define
for the ith data points
(2.97)
According to the least squares criterion, the sum of square
residue
would be minimum when the best set of
parameters were used. In the above expression d is the




The conditions for minimizing S are
( 2 . 99)
These equation can be solved simultaneouslyfor all the pa
rameters.
( f ) Vachuskaand Voboril' s method2 . 5
The most common rate equation is assumed to be valid .
( 2 . 100)
The logarithmicform of equation( 2 . 100 ) is
( 2 . 101)
Differentiateequation ( 2 . 101 ) with respect to t , one obtains
( 2 . 102)
Equation( 2 . 102 ) can be written as
( 2 . 103)
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should be a straight line, with a slope of -n and. an inter-
cept of E/R. Thus the activation energy and reaction order
can be estimated. Once the activation energy and reaction
order have been obtained,-the frequency factor A can be




The rate of a chemical reaction can be written as
(3.1)
When defining the form of the function k (T) the Arrhenius
equation, k=A exp(-E/RT) is usually the most convenient..
The most sirple form for f(a) is (1-a) n where the exponent
n- is the order of the reaction. -However this simple form
has no general validity for solid---state reactions 21742
Sestak43 has discussed reactions controlled by the movement
of phase boundaries, by simple nucleation, by nucleation
followed by nuclei growth and by di.ffusion© A combined form
of differential equation for the preliminary a ppraisal of
possible mechanisms was suggested.
(3.2)
where m, n, and p are empirically obtained exponential factors.
According to Sestak43, various combinations of n, M, and p
indicate different mechanisms. Such combinations are
summarized in table 3-1. From table 3-1, it is seen that
only two' of the three exponential factors can coexist in
all known solid state reactions either m or p must be zero.
Hence, for a given thermogravimetric trace, there are four
parameters to be determined, two in f (a) and two in k (T)






. . . . .
. . . . .
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T able3 - 1
C orrespondingmechanismfor various combinationof n , m , and P
combination of
n m P T ype of mechanisms
o o o P hase boundary reaction
x o o
P hase boundary reaction or
U nirnoleculardecay law
o x o
N ucleation , linear growth of
nuclei , or linear diffusion
o o x D iffusion
x x o
N ucleation or latter stages of
linear growth of nuclei
x o x G rowth of N uclei or diffusion
o x x
U njustified as yet
x x x
U njustified as yet
where x = with contribution
o = without contribution
either integral or differential both involve two dimen -
sional graph plotting , cannot evaluate all the four para -
meters s at the same time a new method is therefore proposed ,
I n order to determine four parameterssimultaneously, nu -
merical methods could only be applied .
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( A ) N umericalM ethod B ased on D ifferentialP rocedure
( L inear L east S quaresF itting : LLSQ )
G ay ' s method can easily be extendedto the system with
four parameters. I f the rate equation is assumed to be
( 3 : 3 )
T aking logarithm, equation( 3 . 3 ) becomes
( 3 . 4 )
T he above equation may also be written in the form ,
( 3 . 5 )
A s mentionedin section( II - B - e )
( 3 . 6 )
T he parameterswill be . the best when the following conditions
were satisfied
hence
( 3 . 7 )
hence
( 3 . 8 )
hence
( 3 . 9 )
da
dt = A exp( - E / RT ) ( 1 - a ) nam
I n
da




T + n I n ( 1 - a ) + m I n a
y = p 1 + p 2 x + p 3 z + p 4 w
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hence
s = -2wi (yi-p1-p2xi-p3zi-p4wi) = 0
P4
wiyi = p1 wi+p2 wixi+p3 wizi+p4 (w2)
i
(3.10)
Equations (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10) are called normal
equations. They can be solved simultaneously for the four
parameters,
For an unknown system, we can also assume f(o) to be
(1- )n[-ln(1- )]p, and make a four parameters fitting as
above. The sum of square errors, S, can be calculated from
each set of parameters, Upon. comparing the magnitude of two
sums of square errors, the set of parameters corresponding
to least, error will be regarded as the true set of para-
meters.
If one of the parameters of f (u:) found was. very close
to zero, we may make a three parameters fitting by neglect-
ing that parameter and see whether the sum of square errors
changes drastically. If not, the given system is described
by the resultant three parameters. If it does, we should
still keep that parameter.
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(B) Numerical Method Based on Integral Procedure
(Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting: NLSF)
In order to eliminate the magnification. of experimental
scattering, integral methods are more preferable.. Utilizing
integral method, we propose to find, the value of the para-
meters, A E, n, and p,. such that the integrated rate equa-
tion is a good fit to the data cz and T According to
the principle of least squares, the condition for a good fit
is to minimize the sum of square residue, S, where
(3.11)
Since there is no exact inteqrand for
and no general formula for the values of these
two definite integrals are calculated from numerical into--
grationo Among several numerical integration me-IL-hods, the
Gauss' quadrature44145146 is generally accepted as the best
method,, The detailed description is given. in Appendix I.
Once Gauss'. formula is chosen for approximation the
exponential integral, we can try to find a set of parameters
which is good fit to the experimental data a and T..
The condition for "good fit" is to minimize the sum of the
square residues as given by equation (3.11). If f(.) in















i d = F( i,m,n) = F
O f( )
and (3.13)A Ti exp(-E/RT) dT = G(Ti,A,E) = G
a 0
Hence equation (3.11) become s
(3.14)S = ( F - G )2
The necessary conditions for this, sum to be a minumum are
S=0, S=0, S=0, and S=0. Thus four normal equations can
m n A E
be established. In this case, the four normal equations are
nonlinear equations and it is difficult to solve them simu-
ltaneouslyo Hence the differential correction technique is
introduced.
Let m°,n°, A°, E°be the approximate values of the
parameters which are derived from the Linear Least Squares
Fitting method. Let m, n, A, E denote corrections which
must be app-L-ied to m°, n°, A°, and E° respectively, in order





m = m°+ m
n = n°+ n
A = A°+ A
E = E°+ E




+( F)°m+( F)°n-( G)° A-( G)°E
m n A E
+( 2F)°m2+( 2F)°n2-( 2G)° A2-( 2G)° E2
m2 n2 A2




ana nigher powers in
and E were negl`cted
combining equations (3.19) and (3.11) gives
(3.20)
Now the problem is reduced to find the suitable values of
Lnm, n, A, and E so as to make S minimum o Hence the ne











These equatuons are linear in mnAand Eand can
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easily be solved. In order to solve these normal equations
their coefficients must be established first. F° and G° can
be obtained directly from Gauss' formula. The other coeffi-
cients are obtained by differentiating definite integrals.
Detailed descriptions of such coefficients are shown in
Appendix II. Because the series from Taylor expansion. have
been truncated by neglecting the second and higher powers
in the m, n, A, and E, solution of above equations cannot
give directly the best values of the corrections. They are,
then, combined with the initial approximations, as in equa-
tion.(3.15), (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18), and better approxi-
nations can be obtained. These may be used to repeat the
process until convergence is obtained, i.e. the corrections
are relatively small,
(C) Testing of the proposed method
For testing the validity of the above methods, theo-
retical data is preferable. Two sets of theoretical data
for two mechanisms are synthesized. and used to test the pro-
posed method.
(a) Synthesized data I
Assume A=5.000xl0 11 sec -1, E=26.000 kcal/mole
a=3 /min., f ( )= (1- )℃
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S ynthesize data, using these parameters are shown in Table
3-2. From these data, kinetic parameters for different
reaction mechanisms obtained by the Linear Least Squares
Fitting (LLSF) method are shown in Table 3-3. From the
results, it can be concluded that f (a) is equal to (1- )
Since there are only three significant figures in d /dt,
as shown in Table 3-2, errors inthe parameters are expected.
The parameters obtained by LLSF method were used as initial
parameters. in Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting (NLSF) method,
and the results are shown in Table 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6. The
reaction mechanism is assumed to be (1- )n[-ln(1- )]p,
(1- )n m, and (1- )n respectively.
The results of.Table 3-5 and 3-6 lead to A=5.00x10 11sec -1,
E=26.000 kcal/mole, f ( )= (1- ), which are exactly the kinetic
parameters and mechanism we assumed. The results of Table
3-4 lead to A and E values also close to the assumed values
and f ( )= (1- ). Hence, if one of the parameters in nm
mechanism or np mechanism is close to zero, the four para-
meters system can be reduced to three parameters. In later
computations, the mechanism tried in NLSF will be the one.




ac/ dt d/dt- a3 .
-1)(10-3) 1)(10-3sec (10-3) (10-3sec-
10 356.028 1008 30 366,520 3003
50 371.664 4.87 70 375.167 6.62
90 377.855 8.31 110 380,053 9093
130 381.923 11.5 150 13.0383.559
170 385.019 14.4 190 386.341 15.8
210 387.554 17.2 230 388.678 18.4
250 389o728 19o7 270 390.719 2008
290 391.651 22.0 313 392.540 23.0
330 393.391 24.0 350 394.207 25.0
370 394.995 25.8 390 395, 756 26.7
4.10 396.495 27.4 430 397.215 28.1
450 397.918 28.8 470 398.606 29.4
490 399.0281 29.9 510 399.0946 30.3
530 400.602 30.7 401.251550 30.9
570 401.895 31.2 590 402.536 31.3
610 31.3403 ,174 403.813 31.3030
650 404.453 31.2 405.095670 30,9
690 405.747 30.6 7.10 406.405 30.2
730 407.075 29.6 407,758750 28.9
770 408.489 28.1 27.2409.181790
810 409.933 26.1 410.719 24.8830
850 411.550 23.3 412.439 21.7370
890 413.405 19.7 17.541.4.479910
93.0 415.710 15.0 417.197 12.0950
9.70 8.32419.187 0.6990 422 .651
A=5.000x1011sec-1. E=26000cal/mole





Results from LLSF method for Synthetic Data I







Results from NLFS method for Synthetic Data
Assume
count A(1O11 sec -1) E(kcal/mole) n P
























The pararn tens in these ro,rs, used as the initial values
for the Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting, are taken from
Linear Least Squares Fitting.
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T able3 - 5
R esults from NLSF method for S ynthetic D ata I
A ssumef ( a ) = ( 1 - a ) nam
count A ( 1 0 1 1 sec- 1 ) E ( kcal/ mole) n p
0 5 . 5 1 3 2 6 . 0 7 8 - 0 . 0 0 2 51 . 0 0 1
1 4 . 9 8 0 2 6 . 0 0 1 1 . 0 0 0 - 3 . 1 1 x 1 0 - 4
2 5 . 0 0 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 4 . 3 3 x 1 0 - 6
3 5 . 0 0 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 4 . 6 5 x 1 0 - 6
T able3 - 6
R esults from . NSF method for S yntheticD ata I
A ssumef ( x ) = ( 1 - a ) n
A ( 1 0 1 1 sec- 1 )count E ( kcal/ mole) n
0 5 . 0 7 5 2 6 . 0 1 1 1 . 0 0 0 3
1 5 . 0 0 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
2 5 . 0 0 0 2 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0
( b ) S ynthesizeddata II
A ssume
S ynthesized data , using these parametersare shown in
T able3 - 7 .
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Table 3.7
Synthetic data for A=5.000x1011sec-1,E=26000cal/mole,
da/dt
d=x/dt
10-3) C10 3SPc-1) (10-3) 10-3sec-1
10 313.045 0.70 30 329966E 1.88
50 338.047 2.96 770 343.833 3099
90 348.311 4.97 110 351,991 5.92
130 3550134 6.83 150 357.888 7.71
170 360.349 8.56 190 362.578 9.39
210 364.622 10.2 230 306:513 11.0
250 368.277 1197 270 369.933 12.4
290 371.497 13.1 310 372.980 13.8
330 374.393 14.5 350 375.744 1501
370 377.042 15.7 390 378.291 16.3
410 379.497 16.9 430 380.665 17.4
450 381.799 17.9 470 1S.4382.902
490 383.977 18.8 510 385.028 19.2
530 386.058 19.6 550 20.0387.067
570 388.061 20.3 590 389.039 20.6
610 390.004 20.8 630 390.959 21.0
650 391.906 21.2 670 392,846 21.3
690 3013.782 21.4 710 394.715 21.4
730 395.649 21.4 750 21.3396.586
770 397.529 21.1 790 20.93 98.481
810 399.446 20.5 830 20.1400.430
850 401.438 19.6 8.70 402.478 18.9
890 403.563 18.0 910 16.9404.708
930 405.940 15.5 950 407.307 13. 7
970 408.930 11.2 990 411.077 7.01
T°K T°K
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Using the data in Table 3-7, results obtained by
LLSF method are shown in Table 3-80
Table 3-8
Results from LLSF method for Synthetic Data II
A(sec- 1) kcalf(a) E( n In Pmole
4. 157x1011 25.855 -0098950.3356
43055 7,765 0.4823 0.3359
From the rationality of A value, the nm mechanism can be
excluded a Taking np mechanism and applying NL3F method, the
following .results are obtained as in Table 3-9.
Table 3- 9
Results from i'ILSF method for Synthetic Data II
Assume
count A(1011sec -l) E(kcal/rnole) r. P
o 4.157 25.855 -0.98950.3356
1 4,927 -1.000026.000 0.3333
2 4,999 -1.000026.000 0.3334
3 4.999 -1.000026.000 0.3333
#- The parameters in this row are taken from• Tab i e 3-3
F(a)=(1-a)n[-In(1-a)]p
After three fittings the changes of parameters are
very small, and.the iterating procedure is terminated
The resultant kinetic parameters agree excellently with the
assumed values. This indicates that the proposed method
is satisfactory. From the above results, it can be con--
.eluded that the Linear Least Squares Fitting method can
give accurate parai-eters only if the d-a/dt data are correct o
The errors in the parameters, due to incorrect da/dt values,
can be corrected by the Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting,
with differential correction o Hence a simple flow-chart
for determination of kinetic parameters from thermogravi
metric trace is shown as follows
datareliminar values of the parmeters
NLSF
the best set of parameters
(according to least squares principle)
This computing procedure can be a.pplied to any ther-
mogravimetric data to evaluate the kinetic parameters,
whether the heating rate,is linear or not. For the system
with nonlinear heating rate, we simply introduce the func-
tion for the heating rate, a (T), to the exponential inte-
gral. Thus the integral becomes






be found by Gauss' formula and the above mentioned proce-
dure can be applied to evaluate the kinetic parameters.
However, only the systems with linear heating rate will
be discussed throughout this work.
(c) The dehydration of gypsum
From the above results it is seen that the proposed
method is very satisfactory for the sythesized data. For
the sake of getting more confidence, it is preferatble to
use a set of practical data to test the proposed method.
The experimental data of Sestak 47 were chosen for this
purpose; this set of data has also been employed by
vachuska and voboril 25 to verify their differential-
differential procedure. The data are shown in Table 3-1
The results obtained by LLSF are shown in Table 3-11.
The results show that np mechanism is unreasonable be-
cause it gives negative activation energy and very small
frequency factor. For the nm mechanism, the value of m
is almost zero; this leads to the only possible mechanism
of f(x)=(1-x)n. Hence for the NLSF only this mechanism
is employed. The results are shown in Table 3-12. From
the results of Table 3-12, it is concluded that the ther-
mogram of dehydration of gypsum is of first order with an




The experimental data reported by Sestak et al
(W0=O.13g)

























418 5. 779 12.48







Results from LLSF method for Dehydration of Gypsum
A(sec 1) kcalf(a) E n m 0mole
0.9678x1013 29.153
-0.08310 033









0 5, 758 26,820 0.9998
1 5.807 26.828 1.0004
2 50808 26,828 1.0004
These values are compared with results obtained by
other methods as shown in Table 3-13. From fable 3 131,
it is seen that the proposed procedure can also be applied
to.practical data. The sum of square residues from this
procedure is the least among the three methods compared.
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Table 3-13
Comparison of results obtained from three methods
for the Thermal Dehydration of Gypsum
AC (1011 sec -1)
kcal
E( n SSRmole
Sestak 5.789 26.82 O.9392 1.6x10-2
-1Vachuska Voboril 5,754 26 .817 11.000 2. 1x104
Pro posed method -1000045,808 26.828 3.0x106
SSR=sum of square residues
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION. OF THE PROPOSED METHOD TO THE
THERMAL DEHYDRATION OF Mg(OH)2
CA) Experimental Part
(a) Material
0.05 mole of magnesium choride was dissolved in 100 ml,
carbon dioxide free distilled water.. Equivalent amounts of
0.5 M. ammonium hydroxide solution was slowly added to pre-
cipitate* all the magnesium ions o The mixture was allowed
to stand for one week with occasional stirring. The magnesium
hydroxide precipitate was separated from the mother liquid
by centrifugation and washed free from chloride. The preci
pitate was then air dried and 'pulverized to pass through a
100-mesh sieve.
(b) Instrumentation:
The available instrument in she Chinese University of
Hong Kong is a Rigaku Desk-Top Differential Scanning
Calorimeter and Thermogravimetric Analyzer. In this instru-
ment, a chromel-alumel thermocouple 4nd an iron-chrome coil
are used to achieve the programmed temperature rise. The
balance is null-point type. A simplified principle diagram
of the instrument is given in figure 4-148. When weight


















Figure 4-1. Simplified principle diagram g of the
thermobalance.
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shifted out of balance and causing inclination. This in-
clination is detected by a solar cell, amplified electrically
and supplying current to the feed back coil to recover the
inclined beam to the original position. The force needed
for recovery, which equals to the force of unbalance, is
registered on the recorder and giving a trace of sample
weight change.
( C) Experimental conditions
Approximately 15 mg. of magnesium hydroxide was weighed
out in aluminum pans: and covered with lids, without being
pressed. a-A1203 was used as the reference sample. The.
heating rate was 5°C min., and the DSC range was+ 8 meal sec/SeC.
Chart speed was 5 mni/mine temperature full scale was 20 mV.
TG.range was 10 mg. DTG range was 0.2 division. Three runs
at the above mentioned conditions were performed.-
(B) Results
At
room temperature, reaction rates of decomposition
of solids are always equal to zero. For the sake of conve-
nience, the lower limit for -the exponential integral of the
integrated rate equation, as equation (1.5), could be regraded
as absolute zero. It can be visualized that the sample is
heated up from absolute zero to room temperature and during
this period, no chemical change occurs. r or dynamic
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,50kinetic studies of reactions in solution 49, reaction
rates. at room temperature are always significant. So the
lower limit of exponential integral cannot be treated as
absolute zero. Hence the rate equation is somewhat. more
complicated and the lower limits of the integrated rate
equation, To and co (for reactions in solution the concen-
tration of reactant, c, is used instead of oi) must be mea-
sured very accuately because they play important roles in
the integration. The data of dynamic kinetic studies of
ammon.um cyanate to urea 49 and-iodination of acetone50 can-
not fulfil the above mentioned condition. Therefore such
data' are not suitable for illustrating the use of Nonlinear
Least Squares Fitting method. Hence three thermograms of
dehydration of magnesium hydroxide were performed to test
the applicability of the proposed method. The results are.
shown in finure s 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4. Data( N, and T°C) read
from the three ther.mograms are listed in Table 4-1. The
corresponding a, and T°K values are listed in Table 4-2 and
plotted in the same graph in figure 4-5. With the help of
least squares polynomial fit. a values were approximated
by a polynomial-in T with sixth degree, and th? coeffic-4.el is
obtained are listed in Table 4-3. From these polynomials
dcx/dT values were obtained nand are also listed in Table
4-2. Up to this stage, kinetic parameters of these
thermograms can be evaluated by. either differential or
integral methods. For comparison, Freeman and Carroll' s





Time, a min. per each divion
Figure 4-2. Thermogram of dehydration of magnesium
hydroxide, Trace A. Temperaatures are








F igure 4 - 3 . T hermogramof dehydrationf magnesium
hydroxide, T race B . T emperaturesare












Time, 4 mind per each division
Figure 4-4. Thermogram of dehydration of magnesium
hydroxide, Trace C. Temperatures are











Data collected from three TG traces
for the Thermal Dehydration of Mg (OH)2
Trace A Trace B Trace C
Wo= 14.53mg W0= 14.2 2mg W 0= 14 0 2.2 m g
data no.
LW(mg) 0T C nw(mg) T0C dW(mg) T0C
1 0.10 344 0.11 345 0.10 34 3
2 0.14 347 0.15 349 0,12 346
Oo20J 350 0.21 352 0.15 349
4 0.25 353 0.26 355 Oo23 3 52
5 0030 356 0.35 359 0,27 356
6 0.39 360 0.42 0.34362 359
7 0.48 363 0.51 365 0.46. 362
8 0.61 367 Os63 368 0.56 365
9 0.74 370 0.78 372 0.69 369
10 0.88 373 0.94 3 75 0.85 372
11 1.08 377 1.15 379 0.96 375
12 1.28 380 1.31 381 1,16 378
13 1.46 383 1. 53 384 1.38 381
14 1.70 386 1.80 387 1.64 385
39115 1.97 389 2.07 3881.87
16 2 .23 392 2.33 391394 2.17
2.412.5217 396 3942.59 397
18 2.78 399 2.87 401 2.68 397
19 3.03 402 3.12 401404 2.96
3.3220 3.2 7 405 407 3.18 404
1 11o21 408 3.49 411 3.36 108
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Table 4-1
Data collected.from three TG traces
Trace BTrace A Trace C
wo= 14.5 3 mg w o= 14.22mg W0= 14.12mg
data no.
T0C £W(mg) T°CLW (ma) W(mg T0 C
0.101 344 0.11 345 0.10 34 3
2 0.14 347 0.15 349 0012 346
3 Cu20 350 0.21 352 0.15 349
4 0.25 353 0.26 355 0.23 3 52
5 Oa30 356 0.35 359 0.27 356
.6
0.39 360 0.42 362 0.34 359
7 0.48 363 0.51 365 0.46 362
8 3670.61 3680.63 0.56 365
9 0.74 370 0.78 372 0.69 369
10 0.88 373 0.94 375 0085 372
1.0811 377 1.15 379 0.96 375
12 1.28 380 1.31 381 1.16 378
13 1.46 383 1.53 381384 1.38
14 1.70 386 1.80 387 1.64 385
15 1.97 388389 2.07 391 1.87
39116 2023. 392 2.33 2.17394
3942.5217 396 2.59 2,41397
2.78 39739918 2.87 401 2.68
19 3.03 402 4012.963.12 404
3.27 405 3.32 407 3018 40420
21 3.49 408 3.49 411 3.36 408
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Table 4-2
a ana T0K values from three TG traces
trace Apoint Trace B Trace C
no.
1 0.022 3 617 0.0251 618 0.0229 616
0.03122 620 0.0342 622 0.0275 619
0.04453 623 0.390 0.0478 625 0.390 0.0344 622 0.336
0.05574 626 0.428 Oo0592 628 0.443 0.0528 625 0,427
0.06685 62 9 0.470 0..0797 632 0,532 0.0619 629 0.527
6 0.0869 633 0.556 000957 635 0.622 0.0780 632 0.603
0.10697 636 0.648 0.1162 638 0.736 0.1055 635 0.690
640 OA8108 0. 1359 0.1435 641 0..871 0.1284 638 0.793
9 0.1648 643 0.954 0.1777 645 1.077 0.1583 642 0.958
O.196010 1.112636 0.2141 648 1.243 0. 1950 645 1.103
0.240511 650 1.328 0.2620 652 1.462 0.2202 648 1.261
12 0.2851 653 1.483 0.2894 654 1.565 0.2661 651 1.426
13 0.32 52 1.622656 0.3485 657. 0.3165 654 1.5901.703
14 0.3786 660 0.3762 658 1.787659 1,736 0.4100 1.812







a T0K da/dT(10-2 sec-1)






























620 630 640 660 670 680
Temperaturein ° K
Figure 4 - 5 . Plot of fractionof conversionversus temperaturefor






Coefficients from least square polynomial fit
Trace A Trace B Trace C
a1 3.2 51761853 x 10 2 .3894012 04 x 106 9.95496 7668 x 105
-2.202207920 x -104a2 -3.011140304 x 104
-8.872998466 x.103
a3 1.161213722 x 102 84.51069348 32.85288143
-0.2387091396 -0.1728425922 -0.064657325544a4
a5 2,758815397 x 10`x4 1.986969955 x 10'4 7.131186862 x 10
-1.217311364 x 10 7 -4,177218115 x 10 8
-1.699600336 x 10-7a6
1.014733674 x 10-114.360435796 x 10-11 3 01050.224=41 x 1011a7
(i.e.=a1=a2T+a3T2+4T3+a5T4+a6T5+a7T6)
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the proposed. procedure have been employed to determine
the kinetic parameters o
9a) Results *from Freeman and Carroll' s method
Only nine data points were used in. the calculation,
and (F) was assumed to be The data of
and are lited in Table 4-4 The versus
plots for Trace A, Trace B, and Trace C are shown
in, figure 4--6, 4-7, and 4-8 respectively. The resultant
parameters are listed in Table 4-18.
(b) Results from Coats and Redfern' s method and Satava' s
method
In applying these methods, the appropriate form of
g(a) is obtai.ned by examining the linearity of various
log g ca) versus 1/T plots. Seventeen g (a) forms 51 were used
in the trial and error procedure, and they are listed in
Table 4-5. The slope of various log g (a)) versus 1/T plots
were obtained by least squares method and the correlation
coefficient of each plot was also calculated to indicate
its linearity. Correlation coefficient equals to unity
when all he data pointslie completely on a straight line
Activation energies and frequency factors for each g(a)
form were evaluated. The results from Trace A, Trace B,
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Table 4-4
Results from Freeman and Carroll' s treatment




17 0.1722 4,435 0.5528 4.425 0.5206 4.699
15 0.04.36 5,330 0.3530 4,799 0.2275 50068
-0.123613 5o877 -0.06360.1.292 5,539 6.006
-0.342411 -0.0506
-0.31536,717 6.047 6.709
-0.65859 -0.3381 -0.57527,816 7.015 7.674
-0.9974 -0.65727 -0.86178.992 8,085 8.894
-1.2599 -0.9150 -1.07415 10.277 9.088 9.901
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-0.5
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Figure 4-8. Freeman and Carroll' s treatment for Trace C.
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T able4 - 5
K inetic functions used in the trial and error procedure





a 1 / 23
a 1 / 34
1 / 4
5 a
1 - ( 1 - a ) 1 / 2
6
7
- I n ( 1 - a )8
. 5
9 [ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] 1
21 /
1 0 J[ - I n ( 1 - a ) ]
- I n ( 1 - a ) ] 1 / 31 1
L
4
[ - I n 9 1 - a ) ] 1 /1 2
L
a = ( 1 - a ) I n ( 1 - a )
1 3
1 - 2 a / 3 - ( 1 - a ) 2 / 31 4
1 - ( 1 - a ) 1 / 3 a 21 5
( 1 - a ) - 1 - 11 6
( 1 - a ) - 1 / 2 - 11 7
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and Trace C are listed in table 4-6, 4--7, 4--8, 4--9, 4--10,
and 4=-11 respectively. Upon examining the correlation
coefficients, function form 16 and 17 show the best linea-
rity for both methods, The possible forms of q(a) are
which lead to the possible forms
Activation energy is about
61 kcal/mole for f(a)=(1-a)2.0 , and 56 kcal/mole for f (cc)-
(c) Results from proposed procedure
Making use of Linear Least Squares Fitting, kinetic
parameters, A, E, n, m, and p were determined from a dx/dT,
and T values. The results are listed in Table 4-12, 4-13
and 4--14. These p-rartleters were regarded as initial, pre-
sumed, parameters for Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting.
According to Sestak- Satava, and wendlandt2b for simple
decompositions the value of A should not differ from 1012
by more than two orders of magnitude. Upon considering the
rationality of A values, f( ) for Trace A and Trace B were
concluded-to be .(l.a) n. These sets of parameters were used
as initial parameters for Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting.
The iterating procedure was terminated when the relative
correction of parameter was less than 10_4. The results
are listed in Table 4-15 and 4-16 respectively. The reaction
mechanism for Trace A is (1-a)1.4 with frequency factor of
=(1-a)1.5
of f(a), as (1-a)2.0 or (1-a)1.5
(1-a)-1 or (1-a)-1/2 -1,
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Table 4-6




2 0.990 87.938 1.9x1026
3 O.987 20.O53 4.6x103
0






8 0.998 50.426 1.4x1014
9 0.998 32.759 1.5x108











Results from-Coats-and Redfern' s method for Trace B
CorrelationFunction form
coefficientnumber E (kcal/mole) A (sec-1)
1.2x10 111 0.987 41.955
5.6x10 252 0.988 86.493
3 0.985 19.686 3.4x10 3
6.7x10 04 O.982 12.263
5 0.980 8.551
1.6x10 126 0.993 45.900
7 47.3240.995 3.5x1012
8. 0.997 50.338 1.3x10 14
9 0.997 32 .698 1.4x10 8
1.2x10 510 0.997 23.878
8.9x10 111 0.997 15.157
12 0.997 10.645
13 0.991 91.462 1.6x10 27
14 0.993 1.7x10 2793.374
15 0.995 97.231 3.9x10 28
16 0.999 6.3x10 1760.716




Results from Coats and Redfern' s method for Trace C
Function form Correlation
number coefficient E(kcai/mole) A( sec-1)
6.9x10111 0, 9 8 44.053




4 0.984 12.970 1.3x101
5 0.981 9,084
7.3x 10 126 C.993 47.731
7 0994 49c094 1.5x1013
8 0.997 51.826 4.4x1014
9 0.997 33.693 3.2x108
10 00996 24.527 2.4x10
11 0.996 15.516 1.4x10
12 0.995 11,027 2.6x100
3.8*102813 C.992 95.333
14 0.993 97. 104 3.5x1028
15 0.995 100.670
1. 1x1O Id16 0.999 61.284
17 0.999 56.347 9.1x1015




Results from Satava's method. for Trace A
Function form Correlation
A(sec -1)number coefficient E (kcal/mole)
1 0.990 42.784 2.3x10 11
2.1x10 262 0.990 88o421
3 0.990 19.785 4.5x10 3
4 0.990 11.858 8.1x10 0
5 0.990 7.281
6 0995 46.485 2.4xlO 12
7 0.996 47.811 4.8x10 12
8 0.998 50.605 1.4x10 14
9 0.998 32.74 1.5x10 8
10
0.998 23-756 1.3x10 5
11 8.9x10 10.998 14.623
12 0.998 9.803
13 0.993 93.090 4.8x10 2
4.5x10 2714 0.994 94.867
15 0.996 98.446 8.2x10 29
16 0.999 60.122 3.4x10 17




Results from Satava' s method for Trace B
Function form Correlation
number coefficient E(kcal/mole) A(sec-1)
1 0.988 42.049 1.2x1011
6.5x102 52 0.988 86.966
3 0.988 19.405 3.3x103
4 0.988 11.582 6.4x100
5 0.988 7.901
6 0.994 46.036 1.6x1012
7 0.995 47.473 3.6x1012
8 0.998 50.517 1.3x1014
9 0.998 32.679 1.4x108
10 0.998 23.706 12x105




15 0.995 97.782 4.6x1028





Results from Satava' s method for Trace C
Function form Correlation
A(sec 1)number coefficient E(kcal/mole)
1 0,999 44.172 7.Ox10 1
2 0.989 91.183 2.0x10 27
3 0.989 20.496 8.2x10 3
4 0.989 12.362 1.3x10 1
5. 0.989 7.865
6 0.994 47.887 7.6x10 12
7 0.995 49.217 1.5x10 13
8 0.997 52.021 4.5x10 14
9 0.997 33.591 3.2x10
4.475
10 0.997 2.4x1O
11 O.997 15.121 2.4x10 2
12 0.997 10.214 2.4x10 0
13 0.992 95.872 4.4x10 28






unreasonably small,# unreasonably large
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T able4 - 1 2
R esults from L inear L east S quares F itting for T race A
f ( a ) A ( sec- 1 ) E ( kcal) n m Pmole
1 . 4 2 9 x 1 0 1 3 4 7 . 5 1 6 1 . 2 1 0
7 . 2 8 9 x 1 0 - 2 1 - 5 4 . 4 6 1 1 . 8 5 7
- 2 2 2 . 5 6 17 . 5 5 6 x 1 0 - 7 6 4 . 8 3 5
1 . 6 0 5 x 1 0 7 2 8 . 8 5 8 0 . 9 1 1 0 . 3 4 1
1 . 4 3 5 7 . 7 2 9 1 . 0 4 9 0 . 7 1 8
T able4 - 1 3
R esults from L inear L east S quares F itting for T race B
A ( sec- l ) kcalf ( a ) n m Pmole
9 . 0 0 5 x 1 0 1 5 5 5 . 6 2 3 1 . 6 5 6
2 7
1 . 1 5 7 x 1 0 7 5 . 5 4 2 2 . 2 8 1
- 2 3 2 . 9 6 0 1 . 2 8 1 4 . 9 1 5
1 . 3 4 3 x 1 0 6 2 5 . 5 6 6 1 . 3 9 7 0 . 5 2 5
0 . 5 3 2 6 . 0 2 7 O . 8 5 5
= very small
T able4 - 1 4
R esults from L inear L east S quaresF ittin U for T race C
f ( a ) A ( sec- 1 ) ( kcal) n m pmole
9 . 2 0 6 x 1 0 1 4 5 2 . 6 4 6 1 . 5 1 8
6 . 1 8 0 x 1 0 1 9 - 4 8 . 2 4 0 1 . 6 0 9
2 . 3 1 6 x 1 0 - 3 5 - 9 7 . 7 7 7 2 . 2 8 4
9 . 0 9 4 x 1 0 1 4 5 2 . 6 3 0 1 . 5 1 8 0 . 0 0 0 3
4 . 5 8 2 x 1 0 1 3 4 8 . 6 7 7 1 . 4 9 3 0 . 0 6 5
( 1 - a ) n
am
[ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] p
( 1 - a ) nam
( 1 - a ) n [ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] p
( 1 - a ) n
am
[ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] p
( 1 - a ) nam
( 1 - a ) n [ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] p
( 1 - a ) n
am
[ - I n ( 1 - a ) ] p
( 1 - a ) nam
( 1 - a ) n [ - I n ) ( 1 - a ) ] p
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Table 4-15
Results from NLSF for Trace A
A (10 14 sec-1)count n E (kcal/role)
0 1.21 O.1429 47.516
1 1.3678 0.6209 51.773
2 1.3587 3.7761 51.240
3 1.3594 3.6395 51572
4 1.3591 3.7943 51.694
5 1.3588 3.7976 51.696
1.3588 3.7975 51.696
the final n=-1.8x10-6





Results from NLSF for Trace B
A(10 15sec -1)
count n E (kcal/mole)
0 1.6555 9.0048 55.623
-14.3421 1.5583 52.313
2 1.05611.5859 52.279
3 1.6075 1.3088 53. 063
4 1.6025 1.5239 53.360
5 1.5895 1.1985 53.078
6 1.5876 1.2012 53.047
7 1.5869 1.1883 53.034
8 1.5867 1.1856 53.031
9 1.5867 1.1850 53.031
10 1.5867 1.1848 53.031
11 1.5867 1.1848 53.031
the final n= 1.9x10-6
the final A= 3.4x10 10
the final E= 3.6x10-2
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and activation energy of 51.7 kcal/mole.
The reaction mechanism for Trace B is with tre-
quency factor of
and activation energy of
5300 kcal/mole o Inspection of Table 4-14 shows that results
from and mechanisms are
reasonable.. Since m value of mechanism is equate
to 0.0003 and p value of mechanism is
equal to 0 e 065, so that f(a) is again concluded to be
The parameters of necnanism were used as initial
parameters for Nonlinear Least Squares Fittinq. The result
are listed in Table 4-17. The reaction mechanism for Trace
with frequency factor of and
activation energy of 53.o4 kcal/mole. The calculations in-
voIvei in the proposed, procedures were ppr_ formed by a ICL
1900 series computer. The programs used are shown in Appen-
dix 111 0
(C) Discussion
Results from various methods are summarized in Table
4-18. From these results, it is seen that the kinetic para-
meters obtained from the proposed method agree reasonably
well with those obtained from other accepted methods. Hence
it can be concluded that the proposed method is useful to
evaluate kinetoc parameters from thermogravimetric trace.
For most integral methods, such as Coats and Redfern's method
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Table 4-1
Results from NLSk' for Trace C
count n A (10 15 sec-1) E (kcal/mole)
0 1.5178 O.9206 52.646
1 1.5411 0.8372 52.531
2 1.5722 1.2695 53.174
3 1.5789 1.5275 53.296
4 1.5811 1.5825 53.325
5 1.5822 1.6119 53.347
6 1.5826 1.6198 53.353
7 1.5827 1.6227 53.355
8 1.5827 1.6235 53.356
9 1.5827 1.6238 53.356
10 1.5827 1.6239 53.356
the final n= 4.0x10-6
the final A= 9.6x10 10
the final E= 7.4x10-2
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Table 4 - 18
Kinetic parameters from various evaluating methods
for the thermal dehydrationof Mg ( OH ) 2
Trace A Trace B Trace C
n E kcal
mole A ( sec- 1 ) n E Kcal
mole A ( sec- 1 ) n
E Kcal
mole
A ( sec- 1 )
Freeman and
Carroll 1 . 40 52 . 4 8 . 1 x 10 15 1 . 70 57 . 2 3 . 7 x 10 17 1 . 52 53 . 0 1 . 4 x 10 16
Coats and
Reafern
1 . 50 54 . 9 2 . 8 x 10 15 1 . 50 55 . 3 3 . 7 x 10 15 1 . 50 56 . 3 9 . 1 x 10 15
2 . 00 59 . 9 3 . 3 x 10 17 2 . 00 60 . 7 6 . 3 x 10 17 2 . 00 61 . 3 1 . 1 x 10 18
Satava
1 . 50 55 . 2 3 . 0 x 10 15 1 . 50 55 . 5 3 . 8 x 10 15 1 . 50 56 . 6 9 . 5 x 10 15
2 . 00 60 . 1 3 . 4 x 10 17 2 . 00 61 . 0 6 . 7 x 10 17 2 . 00 61 . 6 1 . 1 x 10 18
Proposed method
1 . 36 51 . 7 3 . 8 x 10 14 1 . 59 53 . 0 1 . 2 x 10 15 1 . 58 53 . 4 1 . 6 x 10 15
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and., Satava' s method, f Cox). can only be found out by trial
and error procedure. Sometimes it is quite difficult to
make decision between two similar forms of f (a). For Frees man
and Carroll' s method, the reaction order n can be obtained
directly, but the less precise data of do/dT are involved,
and the results would be less reliableo. The proposed method
can give correct form of f(c) directly and only the primary
data a and T. are involved in the NLSF. Therefore it seems
to be more preferable to choose the proposed method to eva-
luate kinetic parameters from thermogravimetric trace.
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APPENDIX I
GAUSS' QUADRATURE FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
An accurate quadrature for finding the value of a
definite integral was derived by Gauss based on Legendre
polynomials 44'45'46.The principle is to approximate the
definite integral by a properly weighed sum of particular
values of f(vi), with the abscissae vi suitably distributed
within the limits of integration, i.e.,
where a is the discrete abscissae and gi is the correspon-
ding weight coefficient. With the help of Legendre polyno-
mial, Lavan, Davids, and Levenson have evaluated the
values of v and the corresponding values of g for n equals
to2 till 16. The values of V and g for n equals to 16 are
listed in Table A-1, and are used to approximate definite
integrals throughtout this work,
The reliability of Gauss' numerical integration formula
has been tested using two different integrals,
and The results obtained by Gauss' quadrature
of the first integral are comparea witn the values ootainea
from the asymptotic series with twelve terms. They are
shown in Table A-2; the relative errors are less than 10-8.
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Table A-1




















Testing the. reliability of the Gauss' formula for El





385 10 866 3.699
390 2 959 3.639








where /Iresidue/= the absolute value of
El Gauss Elasy
The results obtained by Gauss's quadrature of the second
integral are compared with. true 'values. calculated by
usual integration. They.are shown in Table A-3. The
relative errors are seem to be less than 10-10. It can
be concluded, therefore, that the Gauss' numerical inte--




Testing the reliability of Gauss' formula
for do with the true value
Integral yalue from













COEFFICI ENTS FOR NORMAL EQUATIONS OF NLSF
Let I be an arbitrary definite integral, i.e.
Since the integral limits a and b are. different for different
integrals, it is desirable to convert them to -1 and 1 if
Gauss formula is used to approximate I. This is done by intro--
ducing a new variable u, such that
Then at x= a, we have
and x= b, we have
and
Hence I becomes
For the sake of convenience, four symbols are used. Let
where T2 and T1 are the upper and lower limits for EI 7 and
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where 2 and 1 are the upper and lower limits for g (a).
All the coefficients are approximated by Gauss' formula
and shown as follows.


































I CO'WT I NUE
READ (1, 2) NAME
2 FORt1AT (IL)
IF (WAME.EQ.4) GO TO 3
4 FORMAT (I0, FO.O)FOPMAT (3F0.0)








































CALL PF3 (Y,X,Z,N,R,EOR A SSQ)
A(1)=EXP(A(1))*C
A(2)==A(2)*1 ,9872
WRITE -(2,61) (A(I)I= 1.3) ,SSQ,N
WRITE (2,35)--(R(I), I=1,N)
CALL PF3 (YrX,W,N,R,EOR, As SSQ)
A(1)=EXP(,l(1))*C
A(2)=-A(2)*1. 9872
WRITE (2,62) (A(I),I=1,3) ,SSQ,N
WRITE (2.35) (R(I),I=1.N)
CALL PF3 (Y, X, V, N, R, EOR, A, SSQ)
A(1)=EXP(A(1))*C
A(2)-A(2)*1 ,9672
WRITE (2,63) (A(I)I=1.3) ,SSQ,N
WRITE (2,35) (R( I)I=1 ,N)
CALL PF4 (Y,X,Z,W,N,R,EOR, A , GSQ)
A (1) =EXP (A (1)) *C
A(2)=-VA(2)*1 .9872
WRITE (2,82) (A(I),I=1,4) ,SSQ,N
WRITE (2,35)(R(I),I=1,N)
CALL PF4 (YQX,Z,V,N,R,EOR, A, SSQ)
AC )=EXP(A(1))*C
A(2)=A(2)*1 ,9872WRITE- C2,81) (A(I),-I=1,4) SSQ,N






CONT I N U F FORMAT (1 HO,///, 18X, 1 HA, 23X, 1 HE, 23X, 2HON 21X, 3HSSQ, 26X, 1 HN ./,
*4E24,6, 120)
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FORMAT (1 hO, ///,1 4X, 1 HA, 19X, 1 HE, 19X, 2HON, 18X, 2HOM, 17X, 3HSSQ,
*22X, 1 HN, I, 5E2U.6, 11 6)
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FORMAT (1 F10, ///,1 4X, 1 HA, 19X, 1 HE, 19X, 2HON, 18X, 2HOP, 1 7X, 3HSSQ,









DO 3 1=1 ,M
B(I)=0.0















DO 4 1 ,M

































































DO 3 K=l, M
I F t K . EQ. I) Go To 3













( B ) NLSF
( a ) f ( ) = ( 1 - ) n
MASTER ON
DIMENSIONT ( 60 ) , G ( 6 O ) , R ( 60 ) , V ( 60 ) , EOR( 60 ) , X ( 6 O ) , Y ( 60 ) , Z (
* 60 ) , W ( 60 ) , AA( 5 ) , TI ( 60 ) , ALP( 60 ) , PX( 60 ) , PY( 60 ) , RA( 60 ) , S ( 60 )
* , F ( 60 ) , FP ( 60 ) , EI ( 60 ) EP( 60 ) , BA( 16 ) , BB( 16 )
COMMONBA , BB , ALP , T
DATAF . FP . EI , EP / 240* 0 . 0 /
T ( 1 ) = 0 . 0
ALP( 1 ) = 0 . 0
BA ( 1 ) = 0 . 0950125098
BA ( 2 ) = 0 . 2816035508
BA ( 3 ) = 0 . 4580167777
BA ( 4 ) = 0 . 6178762444
BA ( 5 ) = 0 . 7554044084
BA ( 6 ) = 0 . 8656312024
BA ( 7 ) = 0 . 9445750231
BA ( 8 ) = 0 . 9894009350
BB ( 1 ) = 0 . 1894506105
BB ( 2 ) = 0 . 1826034150
BB ( 3 ) = 0 . 1691565194
BB ( 4 ) = 0 . 1495959888
BB ( 5 ) = 0 . 1246289713
BB ( 6 ) = 0 . 0951585117
BB ( 7 ) = 0 . 0622535239
BB ( 8 ) = 0 . 0271524594
do 19 I = 9 , 16
BA( I ) = - BA( I - 8 )
BB( I ) = BB( I - 8 )
19 CONTINUE
READ( 1 , 2 ) N2 FORMAT( 10 )
READ( 1 , 6 ) ( ALP( I ) , T ( I ) , I = 2 , N
6 FORMAT( 4 E 20 . 9 )
READ( 1 , 8 ) OR, E , C , A
8 FORMAT( 3 FO , O , EO , O )
WRITE( 2 . 18 ) ( ALP( I ) , T ( I ) . I = 1 , N )
18 FORMAT( 4 E 30 . 9 )
WRITE( 2 . 77 )
77 FORMAT( 1 x 0 . 9 X , 1 HN, 15 X , 2 HOR, 17 X , 3 HDOR, 17 X , 1 HA, 17 X , 1 HE, 17 X , 3 HSSQ.
* 10 X , 6 HICOUNT)
ICOUNT= 0
AA( 1 ) = 1 .
AA( 2 ) = 2 .
AA( 3 ) = 1 .
REF= 1 F - 4


















7 FORMAT (IHO.I10,5E20.5, I10)
IF( ABS/AA(1)/(OR-1)).LT.REF.AND. ABS(AA(2)/A).LT.REF.AND.ASS(AA
*(3)/E).LT.REF) GO TO 5














SUBROUTINEGAUSS( OR , E , ALP2 , ALP2 , ALP1 , T 2 , T 1 , F , FP , EI , EP )
DIMENSIONA ( 16 ) , B ( 16 ) , ALP( 60 ) , T ( 60 )
COMMPNA . B . ALP, T
R = 1 . 987
EI = 0 . 0
EP= 0 . 0
F = 0 . 0
FP 0 . 0
TEMP1 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 - ALP1 )
TEMP2 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 + ALP1 )
TEMP4 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 - T 1 )
TEMP5 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 + T 1 )
DO 2 I = 1 . 16
TEMP3 = 1 . - TEMP1 * A ( I ) - TEMP2
F = P + B ( I ) / ( TEMP3 * * OR)
FP = FP - B ( I ) * AIOG( TEMP3 ) / ( TEMP3 * * OR)
TEMP6 = TEMP4 * A ( I ) + TEMP5
TEMP7 = EXP( - E / R / TEMP6 )
EI = EI + TEMP7 * R ( I )
EP= EP- TEMP7 * B ( I ) / R / TEMP6
2 CONTINUE
F = F * TEMP1
FP = FP * TEMP1
EI = EI * TEMP4

















R(2)=P:(2 ). X (T)*Y(I)























( b ) f ( ) = m
Besides the subroutine for numerical integration ,
this program is exactly the same as the above program .
Hence only the subroutine for numerical integration is
shown below .
SUBROUTINEGAUSS( OR, E , ALP2 , ALP2 , ALP1 , T 2 , T 1 , F , FP , EI , EP )
DIMENSIONA ( 16 ) , B ( 16 ) , ALP( 60 ) , T ( 60 )
COMMPNA . B . ALP , T
R = 1 . 987
EI = 0 . 0
EP= 0 . 0
F = 0 . 0
FP= 0 . 0
TEMP1 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 - ALP1 )
TEMP2 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 + ALP1 )
TEMP4 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 - T 1 )
TEMP5 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 + T 1 )
DO2 I = 1 . 16
TEMP31 = TEMP1 * A ( I ) - TEMP2
F = F + B ( I ) / ( TEMP31 * * OR)
FP = FP - B ( I ) * AIOG( TEMP31 ) / ( TEMP31 * * OR)
TEMP6 = TEMP4 * A ( I ) + TEMP5
TEMP7 = EXP( - E / R / TEMP6 )
EI = EI + TEMP7 * B ( I )
EP = EP - TEMP7 * B ( I ) / R / TEMP6
2 CONTINUE
F = F * TEMP1
FP = FP * TEMP1
EI = EI * TEMP4




( C ) f ( ) = [ - ln ( 1 - ) ] p
Besides the subroutine for numerical integration ,
this program is exactly the same as the above program .
Hence only the subroutine for numerical integration is
shown below .
SUBROUTINEGAUSS( OR , E , ALP2 , ALP1 , T 2 , T 1 , F , FP , EI , EP )
DIMENSIONA ( 16 ) , B ( 16 ) , ALP( 60 ) , T ( 60 )
COMMPNA , B , ALP, T
R = 1 . 987
EI = 0 . 0
EP = 0 . 0
F = 0 . 0
FP= 0 . 0
TEMP1 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 - ALP1 )
TEMP2 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 + ALP1 )
TEMP4 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 - T 1 )
TEMP5 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 + T 1 )
DO 2 I = 1 . 16
TEMP3 = 1 . - TEMP1 * A ( I ) - TEMP2
TEMP33 = - ALOG( TEMP3 )
F = F + B ( I ) / ( TEMP33 * * OR)
FP = FP - R ( I ) * ALOG( TEMP33 ) / ( TEMP33 * * OR)
TEMP6 = TEMP4 * A ( I ) + TEMP5
TEMP7 = EXP( - E / R / TEMP6 )
EI = EI + TEMP7 * B ( I )
EP = EP - TEMP7 * B ( I ) / R / TEMP6
2 CONTINUE
F = F * TEMP1
FP = EP * TEMP1
EI = EI * TEMP4





DIMENSION T ( 6 0 ) , G ( 6 0 ) , R ( 6 0 ) , V ( 6 0 ) , EOR( 6 0 ) , X ( 6 0 ) , Y ( 6 0 ) Z (
6 0 ) , W( 6 0 ) AA( 5 ) , TI ( 6 0 ) , ALP( 6 0 ) , PX( 6 0 ) , PY( 6 0 ) , RA
( 6 0 ) , PY( 6 0 ) , RA( 6 0 ) , S ( 6 0 0F ( 6 0 ) , F p ( 6 4 ) , EI ( 6 0 ) , FP( 6 0 ) , FMNN( 6 0 ) , FMNM( 6 0 ) , FNPN( 6 0 ) , FNPP( 6 0 )
FMN ( 6 0 ) , PNP ( 6 0 ) , BA ( 1 6 ) , BR ( 1 6 )
COMMON BA , BB , ALP , T
7 FORMAT( 1 HO, I 1 0 , 5 E 2 0 . 5 , I 1 0 )
9 FORMAT( 1 H 0 / / , 4 F 2 0 . 6 )
BA( 1 ) = 0 . 6 9 5 0 1 2 5 0 9 8
BA( 2 ) = 0 . 2 8 1 6 0 3 5 5 0 8
BA( 3 ) = 0 . 4 5 8 0 1 6 7 7 7 7
RA ( 4 ) = 0 . 6 1 7 8 7 6 2 4 4 4
BA( 5 ) = 0 . 7 5 5 . 4 0 4 4 0 8 4
A ( 6 ) = 4 . 8 6 5 6 3 1 2 0 2 4
BA( 7 ) = 0 . 9 4 4 4 5 7 5 0 2 3 1
BA ( 8 ) = 0 . 9 8 9 4 0 0 9 3 5 0
BB( 1 ) = 0 . 1 8 9 4 5 0 6 1 0 5
BB ( 2 ) = 0 . 1 8 2 6 0 3 4 1 5 O
BB( 3 ) = 0 . 1 6 9 1 5 6 5 1 9 4
BB( 5 ) = 0 . 1 2 4 6 2 8 9 7 1 3
BB( 6 ) = 0 . 0 9 5 1 5 8 5 1 1 7
BB( 7 ) = 0 . 0 6 2 2 5 3 5 2 3 9
BB( 8 ) = 0 . 0 2 7 1 5 2 4 5 9 4
DO1 9 I = 9 , 1 6
BA ( I ) = - BA ( I - 8 )
1 9
DATAF , FP , EI , EP , FMNN, FNPN, FNPP, FMN, FNP/ 6 0 0 * 0 . 0 /- - - - -REF= 1 . F - 4
DEAD( 1 , 2 . 0 )
2 0 FORMAT( T 0 )
READ( 1 , 2 1 ) ( ALP( I ) , T ( I ) , I = 2 , N )
21 FORM( 4 E 2 0 . 9 )
2 2 FORMAT( 4 F 0 . 0 . E 0 . 0 )
READ ( 1 , 2 2 ) ON , OM , E , C , A
C
C FOR MN SYSTEM
C
C
WRITE( 2 , 7 7 )
7 7
FORMAT( 1 HO, 9 X , 1 HN, 1 5 X , 2 HON, 1 7 X , 3 H 0 M , 1 7 X , 1 HA, 1 7 X , 1 HE, 1 7 X , 3 HSSQ,* 1 0 X , 6 HICOUNT)
( d ) f ( a ) = ( 1 - a ) nam









iD 0' I= 2, N
_CALL GA1JSSMN (ON,OM.E,ALP(I-1), ALP (I-1), T(I), T(-1)
FMNTNN(T).FMN (I), FMNM(I))
MN(T) =FMP (I) +FMN(T-1)





31 CUNT T NU
WR!Tr(2,7) N, O N, O M, A.F,SSQ.ICOUNT
A F I S( A A( 3 )/A). LT. REF. AND AGS (AR(4)/E) LT.REF) GO TO 5
REF. AND . ABS (AR)/4) /E) LT R :E) GO TO 5
IF (TCOUNT,(T.15)GO TO 5
ICOUNT=ICOUNT=1




CONT T N IU
WRITF (2..9 )(AA(I)T=14)


















































SUBROUTINEPF 4 ( Y , X , S , Z , W , M , R , EPR , B , SSQ )
DIMENSIONY ( 60 ) , X ( 60 ) , Z ( 60 ) , W ( 60 ) , R ( 60 ) , EOR( 60 ) , A ( 6 , 6 ) , B ( 5 ) , S ( 60 )
M = 4
DO 3 I 1 . M
R ( I ) = 0 . 0
DO 3 J = 1 . M
3 A ( I . J ) = 0 . 0
DO 101 I = 2 , N
A ( 1 , 1 ) = A ( 1 , 1 ) + S ( I ) * * 2
A ( 1 , 2 ) = A ( 1 , 2 ) + X ( I ) * S ( I )
A ( 1 , 3 ) = A ( 1 , 3 ) + Z ( I ) * S ( I )
A ( 1 , 4 ) = A ( 1 , 4 ) + W( I ) * S ( I )
A ( 2 , 2 ) = A ( 2 , 2 ) + X ( I ) * * 2
A ( 2 , 3 ) = A ( 2 , 3 ) + X ( I ) * Z ( I )
A ( 2 , 4 ) = A ( 2 , 4 ) + X ( I ) * W( I )
A ( 3 , 3 ) = A ( 3 , 3 ) + Z ( I ) * * 2
A ( 3 , 4 ) = A ( 3 , 4 ) + Z ( I ) * W( I )
A ( 4 , 4 ) = A ( 4 , 4 ) + W( I ) * * 2
B ( 1 ) = B ( 1 ) + Y ( I ) * S ( I )
B ( 2 ) = B ( 2 ) + X ( I ) * Y ( I )
B ( 3 ) = B ( 3 ) + Z ( I ) * Y ( I )
B ( 4 ) = B ( 4 ) + W( I ) * Y ( I )
101 CONTINUE
DO 4 I = 1 . M
DO4 J = 1 + 1 , M
4 A ( J , I ) = A ( I , J )





( e ) f ( ) = ( 1 - ) n [ - ln ( 1 - ) ] p
Besides the subroutine for numerical integration ,
this program is exactly the same as the above program .
Hence only the subroutine for numerical integration is
shown below .
SUBROUTINEGA SS( ON , OR , E , ALP2 , ALP1 , T 2 , T 1 , E 1 , EP , FNP, FNPP, ENPN)
DIMENSIONA ( 16 ) , B ( 16 ) , ALP( 60 ) , T ( 60 )
COMMPNA . B . ALP, T
R = 1 . 987
SET ZERO BEFORERE - ENTER
EI = 0 . 0
EP = 0 . 0
FNP= 0 . 0
FNPN= 0 . 0
FNPP= 0 . 0
TEMP1 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 - ALP1 )
TEMP2 = 0 . 5 * ( ALP2 + ALP1 )
TEMP4 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 - T 1 )
TEMP5 = 0 . 5 * ( T 2 + T 1 )
DO2 I = 1 . 16
TEMP3 = 1 . - TEMP1 * A ( I ) - TEMP2
TEMP6 = TEMP4 * A ( I ) + TEMP5
TEMP7 = EXP( - E / R / TEMP6 )
EI = EI + TEMP7 * B ( I )
EP = EP - TEMP7 * B ( I ) / R / TEMP6
TEMP31 = 1 - TEMP3
TEMP32 = TEMP* * ON * ( TEMP31 * * OM )
TEMP33 = - LOG( TEMP3 )
TEMP34 = TEMP3 * * ON * ( TEMP33 * * OP )
FNPN= FNPN+ TEMP33 / TEMP34 * R ( I )
FNPP= FNPP- LOG( TEMP33 ) / TEMP34 * B ( I )
FNP= FNP+ R ( I ) / TEMP34
2 CONTINUE
FI = FI * TEMP1
FP = EP * TEMP4
FNPN= FNPN* TEMP1
FNPP= FNPP* TEMP1
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